Efficient procedures for generation of feasible assembly sequences and effective utilization of available assembly plant resources can greatly reduce the development time and cost of platforms for new product family members. This article presents a method to generate feasible assembly sequences and an approach to select an assembly process that reduces the existing plant modification cost. Assembly sequence design space is combinatorial in nature. Mathematical models to solve the effects of constraints on these spaces and algorithms to efficiently enumerate feasible spaces are explored in this research. Algorithms to search the feasible space to identify assembly process that can reduce the modification cost of the existing assembly plant can help increase utilization of existing resources. A software application that implements the method and algorithms has been developed. The algorithms use the concept of recursive partitioning of set of components to generate assembly sequence space. The assembly processes are then evaluated to determine the process that maximizes resource utilization for new platforms. The application of the proposed approach is demonstrated using automotive underbody front structure family.
Introduction
In order to gain advantage over their competitors or to survive in the current turbulent market, companies need to introduce newer models more frequently. One approach is to organize similar products into a product family that typically a share common platform. Companies can further reduce product development time and cost through efficient management and utilization of existing resources [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The increasing demand for product variety force companies to make frequent changes to their product design, manufacturing process, assembly plants, etc. In order to shorten the product design time, companies need to develop decision tools for assembly process planning [6] [7] [8] [9] . The present work is focused on developing a decision tool that automates generation of feasible assembly sequences from a set of constraints and selection of an assembly sequence to minimize changes to existing plant for new platforms.
Utilization of available assembly resources can greatly reduce development time and cost for platforms and new product family members [4, 5] . All members of a family have similar assembly processes in general and have the potential to be assembled using the same assembly line [10] . Combinations of assembly processes for the similar member products and platforms make up the assembly line for the entire product family. The design of the assembly process and selection of assembly plants are usually performed after the product is designed. This article focuses on the development of a method to determine an assembly sequence for new product family members that utilize existing assembly plant resources. The article also focuses on developing a software application to automatically generate feasible assembly sequences for a new product family member. The objectives of this research are to: (1) develop a method for enumerating assembly sequence design spaces (Section 3); (2) solve the effects of constraints and determine feasible assembly sequence space (Section 4); (3) select an assembly sequence by utilizing existing assembly plant resources that requires minimum modification to the existing plant. (Section 5); (4) develop a software application to automatically generate an assembly process for new product family members using existing resources.
Background

Assembly Sequence Representation
In order to generate feasible assembly space, first assembly sequences need to be represented. The assembly sequence diagram representation was developed by De Fazio and Whitney [11] , which corrects some of the drawbacks in Bourjault [12] tree representation. Delchambre [13] proposed assembly plans, which consists of precedence graphs. Haung and Lee [14] addressed the representation and acquisition of precedence knowledge of an assembly, which plays an important role in the generation of assembly sequence and planning.
Homem de Mello and Sanderson [15] used AND/OR graph to represent all mechanical assembly sequences. Directed graphs are used to represent a set of all assembly sequences [16] . The nodes in this graph correspond to stable state partition of set of parts. The edges in this graph are ordered pairs of nodes and each edge corresponds to an assembly task. HAP can overcome difficulties associated with computational complexities in case of large assemblies.
Generation of Assembly Sequences
Several methods have been proposed to solve for generation of assembly sequences. Forward assembly sequence search or backward assembly sequence search are based on traditional tree search, graph theory, artificial intelligence, and disassembly approach. Bourjault [12] developed means for generating all assembly sequences from a series of rules using algorithms based on precedence relations. De Fazio and Whitney [11] used a similar concept by simplifying his technique, which includes a smaller set of questions. Homem de Mello and Sanderson [17] developed a program that takes input as a representation of a product and generates all feasible assembly sequences presenting them as AND/OR graph representation of assembly sequences.
Several authors proposed heuristics to generate a set of feasible assembly plans. Generative assembly process planner [18] takes input as solid model from which a suitable assembly representation is formed as a graph model. Lee and Shin [19] presented an assembly planning system COPLANNER. The XAP/1 system [20] is oriented towards plan optimization rather that generating all feasible plans. Lin et al. [21] uses contact relation matrix (CRM) approach to generate assembly sequences for product design.
Assemble planning problem presented by Bonneville et al. [22] uses genetic algorithm (GA) with the initial population is composed of few assembly plans examined by an expert. The approach of assembly sequence planning problem [23] is a modified version of GA with the search space clustered as families of sequences having similar genetic characteristics.
The disadvantages of the nonheuristics methods are the combinatorial explosion as the number of components in products increases. These methods also require the user to validate all the sequences before selection. In addition, the rules derived from the answers to the questions become difficult if the product complexity increases. For the heuristics methods, the drawback is the complexity involved in selecting an initial feasible assembly plan.
Enumeration of Assembly Sequence Space
An assembly sequence design space is defined as a set of all feasible sequences for a given product or family of products. The feasible sequences are obtained by applying constraints, such as precedence relations, imposing subassemblies, etc., on assembly sequence spaces. In this section, an algorithm and associated mathematical tools, to determine the unconstrained assembly sequence design space is presented. The problem is defined as: Given a list of components V ¼ {v 1 , v 2 , . . . ,v n } for a product or new product family member, determine an assembly sequence space that models all possible assembly sequences for the component set V. Development of a model to represent assembly process and assembly plant is discussed in Section 3.1. Individual assembly sequences are represented using series-reduced planted tree (SRPT). Mathematical models and associated algorithm to enumerate the assembly sequence design space are discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Series-reduced Planted Tree
To enumerate the assembly sequence space a new representation of assembly process called series-reduced planted tree was introduced by Siddique [24] . If C is taken to be collection of components in the product and |C| ¼ n, then assembly sequence is a SRPT with n þ 1 labeled leaves. Vertices of degree one is called leaves or endpoints and vertices more than degree one are called assembly workstations. If two or more components are assembled together they are considered as a single component or a sub-assembly, which can be assembled to other components or subassemblies. The unassembled components are considered as leaves of the tree. The finished product is represented by point adjacent to the root. The advantage of this representation is that each SRPT refers to an assembly process. The SRPT representation is extended to capture product family assembly plant information. The leaf node labels of the tree are underlined to distinguish between platform and optional components. If a product family member does not have an optional component then we assume that no activity will be performed at that workstation for the product. For new products with options not included in the current assembly plant, we try to apply the concept of late point differentiation to assemble the optional components in the assembly process [25] .
Enumeration of Assembly Sequence Space
The assembly sequence space is combinatorial in nature and can be enumerated using recursion. If T is an assembly sequence represented as SRPT. The branches of the tree can consist of individual components and subassemblies. Each subassembly is an assembly space. Consider an assembly sequence of a product with a set of components V ¼ {a, b, c, d} divided into two branches such that one branch has component a and the other branch has components b, c, and d (Figure 1(a) ). Each branch is a subassembly and branch with components a has only one sequence. The branch with components b, c, and d is a subassembly with more than one sequence. The branch with three components has four possible sequences (Figure 1(b) ).
This recursive nature leads to enumeration of assembly sequence space. To solve the enumeration of assembly sequence space mathematically set partitions are applied. Therefore, enumeration of assembly sequence space is described as partitioning of set of components recursively. The set of components of a product are partitioned into subsets such that, each subset of two or more components is considered as a branch and individual components are considered as leaves. The subset with more than two components is further partitioned. Consider V ¼ {v 1 ,v 2 , . . . ,v n } be a set of n components then the unconstraint assembly sequence space is formally represented as:
Algorithms to Generate Assembly Sequence Space
Before developing the algorithm to generate the unconstrained assembly sequence space, several definitions need to be presented. A set of distinct objects that can be divided into a number of ways is called a set partition. The number of ways, which a set of distinct objects can be partitioned, is called Bell number. Bell number for a set with n objects, B(n), is the sum of the number of ways that it can be partitioned into 1,2,3, . . . ,n subsets. The number of ways that a set of size n can be partitioned into k subsets is called Stirling number of the second kind and is denoted as S 2 (n, k). They satisfy the following recurrence relation, which forms the basis of recursive algorithms for generating them. In general Bell number B(n) is the sum of Stirling numbers from 1 to n. The n-th Bell number can be computed using the formula:
For example the set {1, 2, 3} can be partitioned into three subsets in one way: {{1},{2},{3}}; into two subsets in three ways {{1,2},{3}},{{1,3},{2}}, and {{1},{2,3}}; and into one subset in one way:
Restricted growth function is used to generate the partitions themselves. The restricted growth array is a set of zero-based indices specifying to which partition each element of the set belongs.
For a set of size 4, for example RG ¼ [0,0,0,0], defines all elements belonging to one partition, which is {1,2,3,4}, RG ¼ [0,1,1,0] represents {1,4}, {2,3}, which specifies 1 and 4 belonging to the first partition and 2 and 3 belonging to second partition. The RG array values have the characteristic that for each i,
A restricted growth string (or RG string) is a string a[1, . . . , n] where a[i] is the block in which element i occurs. Restricted growth strings are often called restricted growth functions.
The restrictions on assembly sequence space are
. The assembly plan can be nonlinear, that is more than one component can be moved at a time. . Assembly plan is monotone that every operation makes all the moved parts reach goal positions and no operation separates the parts already assembled. . Assembly plan can be sequential, such that each operation involves moving a set of parts along a common trajectory.
Algorithm 1, used to generate restricted growth values, was developed by Orlov [26] :
Given: Set of components of size n.
Step 1: create two array variables k and m of size n and initialize them to zero.
Step 2: Each value of array m is calculated from equation m i ¼ max{k 0 , . . . , k i }. Each value of array m is outcome of above equation throughout the algorithm.
Step 3: Calculate the bell number from Stirling number of second kind.
Step 4: The restricted growth values are generated and stored in array k. Repeat this step from i ¼ 1 to (Bell number À1)
Consider a set of four components as V ¼ {a, b, c, d}, the restricted growth is shown in Figure 1(d) .
Algorithm 1 generates partitions for set of components. However, for enumerating assembly sequence space the partitioned subsets need to be further partitioned until all the components are divided into individual elements. Algorithm 2, used for recursive partitioning of sets is:
Given: A set of components of size n.
Step 1: If number of components ¼ 2, then there is only one sequence. If number of components ¼ 1 then it is an individual component.
Step 2: If number of components 4 2, then,
Step 3: Generate the restricted growth values using Algorithm 1.
Step 4: After obtaining, the restricted growth values collect the elements, which fall into the respective subsets. Again, repeat the steps 1-4. Each time when the sequence is determined for the subsets add it as a subset to main set.
Step 5: Print sequence according to values stored in subsets. 
Constraints on Assembly Space
Since the assembly space is combinatorial in nature, enumeration of the design space becomes difficult, if not impossible, as numbers of components increase. In order to address this issue, constraints are applied on the assembly space to ensure that only feasible assembly sequences are generated, which is different than generating and then checking for feasibility. Constraints on the assembly space are based on work done by Nugen [27] and expanded in Wilmes and Siddique [25] .
Type I Constraints
Type I constraints on an assembly sequence space is a situation where the basic components of a subset are completely specified along with the sequence among the components. The effect of Type I constraint can be imagined as specifying a sub-tree of a SRPT.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR TYPE I
CONSTRAINT Formally, consider a set of n components V ¼ {v 1 ,v 2 , . . . , v n } then the unconstrained assembly sequence space can be represented as Seq V . If k is the number of components satisfying Type I constraint and t denotes the super-node representing Type I constraint, then the assembly sequence space satisfying Type I constraint is formally represented as:
Multiple Type I Constraints: Suppose that there are m Type I constraints T 1 ,T 2 , . . . , T m with K 1 , K 2 , . . . , K k different set of components satisfying each Type I constraints, that is
then formal representation of multiple constraints is:
Nested Type I Constraints: Another way of arranging Type I constraints is by nesting. With Type I constraint, nested constraints are redundant. For example if T 1 T 2 are both Type I, then T 1 is a redundant constraint. We can solve Type I constraint by just applying T 2 :
4.1.2 ALGORITHM 3 TO APPLY TYPE I CONSTRAINTS Algorithm 3 identifies the sequence among the components in Type I constraints specifying them as a sub-tree. The Type I constraints are represented as super-nodes (components) to generate the assembly sequence space. Applying Type I constraints reduce the size of the assembly space.
Given: A product with n components stored in array 
Step 1: Check for multiple constraints and nested constraints. If there are multiple constraints then check for
If the condition is not equal to NULL (empty set), then the constraints are invalid constraints. If there are any nested constraints, for example if T 1 T 2 , then eliminate T 1 and just apply T 2 .
Step 2: Solve for Type I constraint (
Define all the elements of T i constraint by specifying the sequence among the components. Give name of new component number as e i .
Step 3: Check whether T i is subset of array V. Check whether each element of T i is contained in array V.
Step 4: Next check for the first element of T 1 in the array V, if it is found at position 'j' in main array V, then replace the subset T 1 , with V[i] at its respective position. Now change the positions of all the components in V[ ] from j þ 1 to (n À k i ) or depending upon the positions of the elements eliminated from the array V, which are contained in T 1 . Delete the positions from n À k i to n À 1. The total number of components in array V are n À k þ 1.
Step 5: Check for the next Type I constraint and repeat all the steps from 1 to 4.
Step 6: After all the Type I constraints are defined and specified as super nodes the assembly sequence space is determined by using the Algorithm 2.
Step 7: After enumerating the assembly space the new component numbers given for each Type I constraint are replaced with their respective components and completely defined sequence among the components of each Type I constraint.
Type II Constraints
The effect of Type II constraints can be considered as specifying a set of subassembly sequences for a given set of components on an assembly sequence space. The effect of Type II constraint can be imagined as specifying different sub-trees for a same set of components of a SRPT.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR TYPE II
CONSTRAINT If v is the entire set of components for a given product and Q is the set of components representing Type II constraint. The sequence space among the components is denoted by Seq Q . Then each sequence of Q is considered as Type I constraint, which can be represented as a supernode to determine the assembly sequence space. The assembly sequence satisfying Type II constraint is:
Multiple Type II Constraints: Two types of situation emerge when more than 1 Type II constraints are applied. These cases are defined as multiple and nested. In the multiple case, the constrained subsets are disjoint. In the second case constrained subsets are nested, one subset is contained in another subset.
Formulation and Search of Assembly Sequence Design Spaces
If there are m many multiple Type II constraints then they have to satisfy
and the formal representation is:
If there are m many nested Type II constraints then,
ALGORITHM 4 TO APPLY TYPE II
CONSTRAINTS In Algorithm 4, Type II constraint is represented as super-node, which is used as a component in generating assembly sequence space. Each super-node corresponding with Type II constraint represents an assembly space, with components contained in the constraint. Once the initial assembly space with super-node is generated, each super-node is replaced by its corresponding sub-assembly space.
Given: Given n components of a product stored in an array V ¼ {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }. Given all Type II constraints Q 1 ,Q 2 , . . ., Q m having x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m elements with out showing any specified sequence among the components. When Type II constraints are defined each Type II constraint is given a new component number as q i(i ¼ 1, . . . , m) .
Step 1: Check for multiple constraints and nested constraints. If the constraints are multiple constraints then check for
If the condition is not equal to NULL then the constraints are invalid constraints. Then ask the user to give a valid constraint. If there are any nested constraints, for example if Q 1 Q 2 , then Q 1 is a subset of Q 2 . Therefore the elements of subsets are enumerated first and the sub-assembly space is represented as super-node.
Step 2: Solve for each Type II constraint (Q i ) where i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , m having x i number of elements. Define all the elements of Q i constraint giving name of each Type II constraint as super node q i .
Step 3: Check whether Q i is subset of array V. Check whether each element of Q i is contained in array V.
Step 4: Next check for the first element of Q 1 in the main array V, if it is found at Position 'j' then replace the subset Q 1 , in V at its respective position. Now change the positions of all the components in V from j þ 1 to (n À y i ) or depending upon the positions of the elements eliminated from the main array, which are contained in Q 1 . The total number of components in array V is n À y i þ 1.
Step 5: Check if Q i has any subsets, which are already defined under Type I or Type II constraints. If it has then replace them by following the procedure in Step 1, 2, 3, & 4 assuming Q i as main array.
Step 6: Check for the next Type II constraint and repeat from Step 1 to 5.
Step 7: The sequence space among the components of each Type II constraint is generated using Algorithm 2 and replaced by new components numbers (supernodes) in array V.
Step 8: The final assembly sequence space is generated by using the new component numbers of Type II constraints. The component number of Type II constraint in each sequence of final space is replaced with corresponding sub-assembly space.
Type III Constraints
Type III constraints are used to specify precedence relationships among components in the assembly. Consider a product with four components a, b, c, and d. If component a has to be assembled after d, then we use the notation a4d. The precedence relationship does not mean that component a is immediately after d, an assembly sequence where c and d is first assembled, then b is assembled, with a added at the last workstation will be a valid assembly sequence. To enumerate the assembly sequence space with Type III constraints we use a concept of 'growth retardation.' Since the assembly sequence space is recursive in nature, if a partition is infeasible then the growth of that partition is Step 4: Check if level number on right-hand side of precedence symbol is greater than the level number on left-hand side of the precedence symbol. If this condition is satisfied then the Type III constraint is satisfied for that given input string. If not the growth of partition is stopped or the given string is not considered as a valid string.
Step 5: For other precedence constraints repeat from Steps 2 to 4.
To generate feasible sequences, first the Type I constraints are applied by collapsing the subsets into super-nodes. Then partially apply Type II constraints by collapsing the subsets into super-nodes. The associated sub-spaces are considered later. Organize the Type III constraints. Enumerate the subspaces associated with each Type II constraint based on Type III constraints. Enumerate the sequence space for the new set of components with super-nodes obtained from Type I and Type II constraints. The final assembly sequence space is determined by considering combinations of each Type II constraint.
Assembly Process Selection by Measuring Process and Plant Similarity
One of the focuses of this article is to select an assembly process that will increase the utilization of current assembly plant resources. The similarity between the assembly process and a given assembly plant is measured by the difference in the path length among the common components in assembly process and plant. The path length difference indicates the assembly sequence deviation from assembly plant sequence. The path length for a given component q in assembly process or assembly plant is calculated as number of vertices denoted by m in between root and component q. To calculate the change in assembly sequence between the assembly process and plant, the difference of path lengths for each component in the assembly process and assembly plant is calculated. Let x be the path length of a given component q in assembly process and y is the path length of the component q in assembly plant sequence then the difference in path length is absolute value x À y . The path lengths of optional components are not considered when measuring the change in assembly sequence of process and plant:
Given: All feasible assembly sequences and assembly plant sequence.
Step 1: Calculate the path lengths from the root for each component in assembly plant sequence.
Step 2: Calculate the path lengths from the root for each component in assembly process for the first feasible assembly sequence.
Step 3: Measure the difference of path lengths (absolute value) for each components in assembly process and plant. Do not measure for optional components.
Step 4: Calculate the total difference of this assembly process from assembly plant by adding all the differences for each component.
Step 5: Repeat Steps 2, 3, and 4 for each assembly process.
Step 6: Compare the total difference of all the assembly sequences and select the assembly process(es) with minimum total difference.
Consider the example with five components, as shown in Figure 2 . The total path length difference is 2 for assembly process 1 (Figure 2(a) ). The path lengths calculated for assembly process 2 (Figure 2(b) ) are 2, 2, 3, 3, 3 and differences are 1, 1, 0, 1, 2. The total difference for assembly process 2 is 5. Hence we select assembly process 1. A detailed comparison is shown in Figure 2 (d).
6. Implementation
Generation of Assembly Space
A software program coded in Visual Cþþ has been developed to automatically generate assembly sequence space. A flow chart gives overview of the generation of feasible assembly sequences and selection of assembly plant that minimizes existing plant modification cost is shown in Figure 3 .
Formulation and Search of Assembly Sequence Design Spaces
The user input is given in text file. Generation of the space starts with reading the input file. The first step is to declare all the variables, pointers, elements for Type I, Type II, and Type III constraints. Next, the number of components is initialized by reading the first line from the file. The names of the components are also added to the corresponding component numbers. After reading the component names an element of Type II constraint is created, which represents the main space element. The main space element contains list of all components, number of components and a component number given to the main space element as an increment of the number of components. Next step is to read the constraints.
When the first Type I constraint is read, an element of Type I constraint is created and the associated component numbers are added to component list by reading each component number and the component name is given as the user specified one. Each Type I constraint is given a new component number. Each time a new element is created at the start of new hierarchy. After all hierarchies are specified the sequence string representing the Type I constraint is written to a file. For Type II constraints are read, the associated components are stored in the component list of Type II constraint. When Type III constraints are read for each Type III constraint an object of type supercon3 is created. The components on left side of the precedence symbol are stored in 'before' and on the right side are stored in 'after.' The next step is to organize the Type I and Type II constraints. First all the Type II constraints are ordered according to the number of components in each constraint. After that Type II constraints are organized according to the hierarchy.
A function then organizes the constraints according to the component number of the constraint. The parent component list and child component list are compared. If all the components are found in parent component list the child element component number is replaced with the components present in the parent component list. Therefore, if any Type I and Type II constraints are subsets of other Type II constraint or main space. Then they are replaced with their component numbers.
Type III constraints are organized by finding the appropriate element with each individual Type III constraints. Each component on both sides of precedence symbol is compared. Each component is checked for the appropriate element and if it is found in the appropriate element then the component is added to the list of Type III constraint of the element.
The assembly sequence with all three types of constraints by first checking whether the element is a Type II constraint then only it generates the space. Next it checks whether any child elements exist for the current element. If it has any children it calls the same function to generate the space for children. It also checks whether the current element is a Type I constraint, if it is a Type I constraint then it checks for the next element. A function is then invoked to generate the space for the current element. This method generates the sequence space and writes them into a file. For each Type II constraint the associated space is written to a separate file. The generation of the space starts from the bottom for the hierarchy by generating sub spaces. 
Selecting Assembly Process that Minimizes Existing Plant Modification Cost
A class called component is created with members functions that reads the feasible assembly sequences and then determines the total absolute difference of path lengths for all components in assembly process and assembly plant. The main function counts the number of components for any given assembly process or assembly plant. Another function calculates the path lengths of component numbers of assembly plant and each assembly process. By calculating the path lengths the total path length difference is calculated for all components of assembly process and plant.
Automotive Underbody Front Structure Product Family
Automotive underbody front structure is an important part of automotive underbody called chassis. The front structure of an automotive underbody has a number of varieties, to meet the requirements of different automotive models. Different functions are used to satisfy needs of different market segments. In this case study the automotive underbody front structure product family is used to demonstrate the generation of assembly sequence and to perform trade-off studies in order to utilize existing assembly plant resources.
Imagine a manufacturing company already has an assembly plant that manufactures several automotive underbody front structure varieties. A new automotive underbody front structure has been designed with few added options and the manufacturer wants to determine if the current assembly plant can be used to manufacture the new underbody front structure without any change. If not, then determine the underbody front structure assembly sequence that will require minimum modification to the existing assembly plant. The steps involved are presented next.
Step 1: Identify the assembly process constraints for the new automotive underbody front structure product family member: The new automotive underbody front structure model being designed by the manufacturer with a new option added, which requires assembling of five new components: Support Battery Tray Front, Bracket Fan Shrout Upper, Plate Assembly Engine Front Mounting, Rein. Floor Side Member Inner RR(LH), and Rein. Floor Side Member Inner RR(RH) to the underbody front structure.
The constraints on the assembly process for the new automotive underbody front structure are shown in Figure 4 (optional components are underlined). The constraints use the component numbers shown in component list. For example, T 2 ¼ {29, 30, 31, 32}, which means that Radiator Support Upper Reinforcement, Radiator Support Upper, Bracket Rad Mounting, Hood Lock Reinforcement are assembled first at same workstation. This is a Type I constraint.
Step 2: Generate the feasible assembly sequences using the software tool. Using the developed application, the feasible assembly sequences are generated. The component names and the list of all three types of constraints are given as input in a text file. The user's input file contains: number of components given as size, names of components, and the three types of constraints. The feasible assembly sequences are generated and saved in a text file. There are 624 feasible assembly sequences for the new automotive underbody front structure.
Step 3: Assembly process selection by comparing feasible sequences with the existing assembly plant. Calculate the path lengths of components of each assembly process and calculate the absolute total difference for each component of assembly process and assembly plant.
Write each assembly process and total difference calculated between each assembly process and assembly plant to a file.
Select the assembly process or processes with least total difference.
Output all the assembly process with least total difference Figure 3 . Flowchart of overall approach.
The feasible assembly sequences are compared with the existing assembly plant sequence. The assembly plant representation for the existing automotive underbody front structure is modeled using SRPT Representation (Figure 4(a) ). Figure 4(a) .
The feasible sequences are compared with the existing assembly plant sequence and the absolute difference in path lengths for each component of each assembly process is calculated. All the differences are added to calculate the total difference for each assembly process. The assembly process with the least total difference is selected and displayed in the output text file ( Figure 5 ).
For the automotive front structure, there is only one assembly process which has the least total difference of '8.' There are no assembly processes with total difference '9' and '10.' There are three assembly processes with total difference '11.' The assembly process with total difference of '8' will be selected to make changes in the existing assembly plant sequence, because it represents the least modification to the existing assembly plant.
Concluding Remarks
In this article an approach to generate assembly sequence design spaces has been presented. The SRPT was developed to represent assembly plant and assembly process sequence. The hierarchical nature of this representation leads to recursion, which consists of components assembled as subassemblies. This recursive nature is used to recursively partitioning the set of components to enumerate entire assembly space. The algorithm to generate assembly sequence space was presented.
A methodology to solve the effects of three types of constraints to generate only feasible assembly sequence spaces was presented. The Type III constraint uses the concept of growth retardation such that only feasible assembly sequences are retained. An algorithm was developed to automatically solve the effect of all constraints and to generate only feasible sequences by eliminating the infeasible ones.
A unique approach to compare each feasible assembly sequences with assembly plant sequence to determine a product family assembly process that minimizes the existing assembly plant modification cost has been developed. Each component path distances from the root were measured and compared for assembly process and plant sequence. A computer application, which utilizes the above concepts to determine the feasible assembly sequences and to select an assembly process that increase utilization of existing assembly plant resources, was presented. The method was applied to automotive underbody front structure product family to estimate the change for existing assembly plant for a new product family member. Some of the limitations of this research include:
. This research assumes that information provided by the user about components and assembly constraints are valid and correct. . The software tool developed selects assembly process based on change in sequence of assembly process and assembly plant. A tool which considers information about moving cost, workstation attributes and time etc., is necessary.
. The method developed to generate assembly sequence space does not consider information about geometric checks, mating relationships and other aspects. . The assembly process generated in this article is presented in the form of strings using curly braces. The user has to determine assembly tree from this sequence. A visual representation of the tree can help users understand the assembly process.
